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o Abstract

O A FMMC end hydraulic support is of the type having two supports in

one set, comprising a left support, a right support, tilt-prevention jacks

between the supports and a hydraulic circuit. Both the left and right

supports include three canopies, i.e. a front canopy, a middle canopy and a

rear canopy, and three bases, i.e. a front base, a middle base and a rear

base, and three kinds of legs, i.e. front leg, middle leg and rear leg. Three

canopies are articulated in series. The front end of the front canopy is

articulated with a roof-protection front beam and the jacks thereof, and the

rear end of the rear canopy is articulated with a shield beam. The three

bases are articulated together in series via front and rear connection bases,

the front end of the front base is connected with a stage loader or the like

through advancing jacks. There are tilt-prevention jacks articulated

between the canopies or the connecting rods of the left and right supports.

The space between the front and middle legs and the space between the

middle and rear legs respectively correspond to the width of a front flight

conveyor and the width of a rear flight conveyor, plus an advancing step.

There are side-pushing jacks on the bases of the left support. The

hydraulic support can realize face end support mechanization, reduce

labor burden, reduce accidents and increase advancing speed; it also

features simple structure, light weight and easy support advancing.
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C.)

O
IField of the Invention

The present invention relates to support equipment for coal mine's

underground fully mechanized mining and caving (FMMC) face,

particularly to a hydraulic support suitable for FMMC face end, used

S together with equipment such as large power and large transport capacity0
flight conveyors and self-advancing stage loaders etc.

Background Art

FMMC face end is the joint of workface and gateway. It is not only

the focus of roof maintenance, but also the difficulty of roof management,

due to multiple supporting pressures and maximum mining-induced effect

applied on the wall rock, and complex strata behavior, as well as large

leg-free space. Especially for the lower face end, it is not only the

interface of mining and transporting equipment, but also the "throat" for

people and coal transportation, since there are provided a variety of

equipment, including front and rear flight conveyors and self-advancing

stage loaders. Therefore, the face end support is the key to workface safety.

Currently, FMMC face end adopts the combined supporting of "I"-form

metal articulated canopy and single hydraulic prop, which may result into

more accidents and heavier labor burden. The face end support

combinations once had the following types, i.e. three supports in one set,
two supports in one set, and one set of main supports plus one set of

auxiliary supports. However, all of them do not work well, due to heavy

weight, complicated structure and difficult support advancing. Particularly,
there are no precedents of face end support matched with large power

shearer, flight conveyor and self-advancing stage loader.
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8 Summary of the Invention
(-i

In order to overcome the deficiency of heavy labor burden and

high accident possibility of existing FMMC face end supporting, the

invention provides a hydraulic support, which can realize the

IN 5 mechanization of supporting operation at high output and high transport

capacity FMMC face end, reduce miners' labor burden, reduce accidents
(-i

(N and increase workface advancing speed; the support further features

8 simple structure, light weight and smooth support advancing.

According to the invention, there is provided a hydraulic support

for fully mechanized mining and caving (FMMC) face end,

characterized in that it is of the type having two supports in one set,

comprising a left support, a right support, tilt-prevention jacks between

the left and right supports, as well as a hydraulic circuit; wherein

the left support includes three canopies, i.e. a left front canopy, a

left middle canopy and a left rear canopy, and three bases, i.e. a left front

base, a left middle base and a left rear base, and three kinds of legs

articulated correspondingly between the canopies and bases, i.e. front

leg, middle leg and rear leg; the three canopies are articulated in series,

that is, the front end of the left front canopy is articulated with a left

front beam for advance roof-protection, a front beam jack is articulated

between the left front canopy and the left front beam, and the rear end of

the left rear canopy is articulated with a left shield beam; the three bases

are articulated together in series through connection bases, with a left

front connection base between the left front base and the left middle

-2-



00
base, and a left rear connection base between the left middle base and

(Ni
the left rear base; the front end of the left front base is articulated with an

advancing jack, of which the front end is connected with a stage loader

or a support of the same kind; base side-pushing jacks for outward

IN 5 pushing are provided on the bases;

M the right support is substantially the same as the left support,

including three canopies, i.e. a right front canopy, a right middle canopy

and a right rear canopy, and three bases, i.e. a right front base, a right

middle base and a right rear base, and three kinds of legs, i.e. front leg,

middle leg and rear leg; the three canopies are articulated in series, the

front end of the right front canopy is articulated with a right front beam,

and a front beam jack is articulated between the right front canopy and

the right front beam, the rear end of the right rear canopy is articulated

with a right shield beam; the three bases are articulated together in series

through connection bases, with a right front connection base between the

right front base and the right middle base, and a right rear connection

base between the right middle base and the right rear base; the front end

of the right front base is articulated with an advancing jack, the front end

of which is connected in turn with the stage loader; there are no base

side-pushing jacks on the bases;

the tilt-prevention jacks between the supports are articulated

between corresponding canopies or shield beams or connecting rods of

the left and right supports;

the space between the front leg and the middle leg and the space

between the middle leg and the rear leg respectively correspond to the



00
0 drive head width or drive end width of a front and a rear flight conveyors

C plus an advancing step;

Sthe hydraulic circuit includes an operation valve set, hydraulic

Scontrol locks, safety valves and auxiliary hydraulic components.

t--

Preferably, when the end support is used at lower face end, the

advancing jacks at the front ends of the left and right font bases are

0 connected respectively with connection bases on the left and right sides

c of the stage loader via left and right front connectors articulated at the

front ends of the jacks. The space between the front and middle legs and

the space between the middle and rear legs respectively correspond to

the drive head width of the front and rear flight conveyors plus an

advancing step. The left shield beam and left rear base are respectively

articulated with the top and bottom ends of a left front connecting rod

and a left rear connecting rod, thus forming a four-link mechanism. In

the same way, the

-3A-



right shield beam and right rear base of the right support are connected

with a right front connecting rod and a right rear connecting rod.
O

I The end support of the invention is suitable for FMMC face end,
enjoying large leg-free space, while ensuring normal operation and

maintenance of equipment. Particularly for lower end supporting at high

S output FMMC face, the end support is adapted to large power and large

S transport capacity front and rear flight conveyors as well as self-advancing

stage loaders etc.

Besides, the invention realizes the mechanization of face end
supporting operation as well as high output and high efficiency of FMMC
face, reduces miners' labor burden, reduces accidents, and increases
advancing speed of workface. In addition, the end support of the invention
is of simple structure, light weight, safety and reliability, as well as easy

for advancing.

Description of Figures:

The invention is disclosed more in detail with reference to the
drawings, in which:

Fig.1 is a schematic front view, illustrating the structure of a
hydraulic support for FMMC face end according to the invention;

Fig.2 is a schematic top view, illustrating the structure of a base part
of Fig. 1;

Fig.3 is a sectional view along line A-A of Fig. 1; and

4
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Fig.4 is a sectional view along line B-B of Fig. 1.

U Detailed Description of the Invention

The support for lower FMMC face end according to the invention is

shown in Figs.1 and 2, which is of the simple type having two supports in

one set, comprising a left support, a right support, tilt-prevention jacks

between the left and right supports, as well as a hydraulic circuit.

The left support includes three canopies, i.e. a left front canopy 3, a

left middle canopy 5 and a left rear canopy 7, and three bases, i.e. a left

front base 23, a left middle base 19 and a left rear base 15, and three kinds

of legs, i.e. front leg 30, middle leg 32 and rear leg 33.

The three canopies are articulated in series. The front end of the left
front canopy 3 is articulated with a left front beam 1 for advance

roof-protection, and a front beam jack 29 is articulated between the left

front canopy 3 and the left front beam 1. The rear end of the left rear

canopy 7 is articulated with a left shield beam 9, which is articulated with

the top ends of a left front connecting rod 11 and a left rear connecting rod

13, of which the bottom ends are articulated with the left rear base 15, thus

forming a four-link mechanism.

The three bases are articulated together in series through connection

bases, with a left front connection base 21 intermediate the left front base

23 and the left middle base 19, and a left rear connection base 17

intermediate the left middle base 19 and the left rear base 15. The front

end of the left front base 23 is articulated with an advancing jack 26, of

which the front end is connected in turn with a connection base welded on

the left side of a stage loader through a front connector 27. Base



side-pushing jacks 25 for outward pushing are provided on the left front

base 23 and left middle base 19.
O

IThe left support has one front leg 30, two middle legs 32 and one rear

leg 33.

The right support is substantially the same as the left support,

including three canopies, i.e. a right front canopy 4, a right middle canopy

S 6 and a right rear canopy 8, and three bases, i.e. a right front base 24, a

right middle base 20 and a right rear base 16, and three kinds of legs, i.e.

front leg 30, middle leg 32 and rear leg 33.

The three canopies are articulated in series. The front end of the right

front canopy 4 is articulated with a right front beam 2, and a front beam

jack 29 is articulated between the right front canopy 4 and the right front

beam 2. The rear end of the right rear canopy 8 is articulated with a right

shield beam 10, which is articulated with the top ends of a right front

connecting rod 12 and a right rear connecting rod 14, of which the bottom

ends are articulated with the right rear base 16, thus forming a four-link

mechanism.

The three bases are articulated together in series through connection

bases, with a right front connection base 22 intermediate the right front

base 24 and the right middle base 20, and a right rear connection base 18

intermediate the right middle base 20 and the right rear base 16. The front

end of the right front base 24 is articulated with an advancing jack 26, the

front end of which is connected in turn with a connection base on the right

side of the stage loader through a front connector 28.

6



The right support has one front leg 30, two middle legs 32 and one

rear leg 33.
C.)O

IND The main difference between the left and right supports is that there

are no base side-pushing jacks 25 on the bases.

The tilt-prevention jacks between the supports include two front

tilt-prevention jacks 34 between the left front and right front canopies 3, 4,
and three rear tilt-prevention jacks 35 respectively between the left and

right middle canopies 5, 6, left and right rear canopies 7, 8, and left and

right front connecting rods 11, 12. They are connected with canopies or

the like through connectors 36, 37.

The space between the front leg 30 and middle leg 32 and the space

between the middle leg 32 and rear leg 33 respectively correspond to the

drive head width of a front and a rear flight conveyors plus an advancing

step of the support. That is to say, large-span spaces are formed at the

places where three canopies and three legs meet with the drive head of the

front or rear flight conveyor.

The hydraulic circuit mainly includes an operation valve set 31,

hydraulic control one-way locks, safety valves, cut-off valves as well as

auxiliary hydraulic components such as hydraulic pipes and quick

connectors etc.

The above left and right supports are opposite relative to each other.

In case the advancing direction of the workface changes, the left and right

supports will be interchanged.
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0 Preferably, when the end support is used for upper face end, the front

S ends of the left and right front bases 23, 24 may be connected with

O preceding supports of the same kind through advancing jacks 26, so as to

realize advancing of the end support. In this case, the space between the

front and middle legs and the space between the middle and rear legs

respectively correspond to the drive end width of a front and a rear flight

conveyors plus an advancing step. Support of the same kind refers to a

t cooperating support similar to the end support, consisting of a left support,
a right support and tilt-prevention jacks between the supports, with rear

bases connected with advancing jacks 26, but without shield beams or

connecting rods, and the leg span is not limited by above factors, both

three-leg and two-leg are acceptable.

The left and right shield beams of the end support may be coupled

with the left and right rear bases by other means, for example, a single

connecting rod, or a single connecting rod plus a balance jack articulated

with the rear canopy.

The number of each of the front leg, middle leg and rear leg is one or

two.

The tilt-prevention jacks between the supports can also be articulated

between the rear connecting rods or shield beams of the left and right

supports.

In case the roof is seriously broken, side-protection beams and jacks

thereof may be added to the canopies of the left and right supports.

Working principle
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O The FMMC face end hydraulic support is provided at the joint of a

S FMMC workface and a face haulage roadway and on the two sides of the

O rear part of a self-advancing stage loader, contiguous to the first caving

support of FMMC face. The drive heads of the front and rear flight

conveyors are respectively located under the front canopy 3 and rear

canopy 7 of the left support. After cutting coal, pushing the front conveyor,

advancing the coal caving support, and then pulling the rear conveyor in

S place. After completing this working procedure, advancing the stage

loader by one step through a self-advancing mechanism thereof and two

front advancing jacks 26, then manipulating the operation valve set 31 of

the left end support, lowering the frond, middle and rear legs 30, 32, 33 of

the left support, allowing the left support away from the roof and

advancing it by one step through the advancing jacks 26 articulated with

the stage loader. In order to prevent the left support from tilting and

collapsing during moving, making use of the tilt-prevention jack 34, 

between corresponding front, middle and rear canopies as well as front

connecting rods to timely adjust the canopies and shield beams. After

advancing the left support by one step, lifting the front, middle and rear

legs 1, 3, 5 of the left support simultaneously so that the left support props

up the roof timely. After completing the operation of the left support,

manipulating the operation valve set 31 of the right support, lowering the

front, middle and rear legs 30, 32, 33 of the right support, allowing the

right support away from the roof, advancing the right support by one step

through the front advancing jacks 26 articulated with the stage loader.

During the moving of the right support, timely adjusting the canopies and

shield beams, so as to prevent the canopies from tilting. In case of moving

deviation of the bases, adjusting the three base side-pushing jacks 25 to

keep the bases in straight movement. After the right support being in place,

lifting the front, middle and rear legs 30, 32, 33 of the right support



0 simultaneously so that the right support props up the roof timely, and thus

completing a working cycle.
O
O
IN While the present invention has been particularly shown and

described with reference to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be
understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in

form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit

and scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims.

List of the Reference Signs

1,2-left and right front beams, 3,4-left and right front canopies,
5,6-left and right middle canopies, 7,8-left and right rear canopies, 9,

and right shield beams, 11, 12-left and right front connecting rods,
13, 14-left and right rear connecting rods, 15, 16-left and right rear bases,
17,18-left and right rear connection bases, 19,20-left and right middle
bases, 21,22-left and right front connection bases, 23,24-left and right
front bases, 25-base side-pushing jack, 26-advancing jack, 27,28-left and
right front connectors, 29-front beam jack, 30-front leg, 31-operation

valve set, 32-middle leg, 33-rear leg, 34-front tilt-prevention jack, 

tilt-prevention jack, 36-connector, 37-connector



o The reference numerals in the following claims do not in any

way limit the scope of the respective claims.:

0

0 The reference to any prior art in this specification is not,

IND and should not be taken as, an acknowledgement or any form

C-i of suggestion that that prior art forms part of the common

general knowledge in Australia.

I\D Throughout this specification and the claims which follow,

unless the context requires otherwise, the word "comprise",
c  and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will

c, 1 be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or

c-i step or group of integers or steps but not the exclusion of

V) any other integer or step or group cf integers or steps.
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0 THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

O 1. A hydraulic support for fully mechanized mining and caving

(FMMC) face end, characterized in that it is of the type having two

supports in one set, comprising a left support, a right support,

tilt-prevention jacks between the left and right supports, as well as a

hydraulic circuit; wherein

the left support includes three canopies, i.e. a left front canopy a

Sleft middle canopy and a left rear canopy and three bases, i.e. a left

front base a left middle base (19) and a left rear base and three

kinds of legs articulated correspondingly between the canopies and bases,

i.e. front leg middle leg (32) and rear leg the three canopies are

articulated in series, that is, the front end of the left front canopy is

articulated with a left front beam for advance roof-protection, a front

beam jack (29) is articulated between the left front canopy and the left

front beam and the rear end of the left rear canopy is articulated

with a left shield beam the three bases are articulated together in

series through connection bases, with a left front connection base (21)

between the left front base (23) and the left middle base and a left

rear connection base (17) between the left middle base (19) and the left

rear base the front end of the left front base (23) is articulated with

an advancing jack of which the front end is connected with a stage

loader or a support of the same kind; base side-pushing jacks (25) for

outward pushing are provided on the bases;

the right support is substantially the same as the left support,
including three canopies, i.e. a right front canopy a right middle

canopy and a right rear canopy and three bases, i.e. a right front

base a right middle base (20) and a right rear base and three

kinds of legs, i.e. front leg middle leg (32) and rear leg the
12



0 three canopies are articulated in series, the front end of the right front
0
N_ canopy is articulated with a right front beam and a front beam jack

0 (29) is articulated between the right front canopy and the right front

beam the rear end of the right rear canopy is articulated with a

right shield beam the three bases are articulated together in series

through connection bases, with a right front connection base (22) between

the right front base (24) and the right middle base and a right rear

t connection base (18) between the right middle base (20) and the right rear

base the front end of the right front base (24) is articulated with an

advancing jack the front end of which is connected in turn with the

stage loader; there are no base side-pushing jacks (25) on the bases;

the tilt-prevention jacks between the supports are articulated between

corresponding canopies or shield beams or connecting rods of the left and

right supports;

the space between the front leg (30) and the middle leg (32) and the

space between the middle leg (32) and the rear leg (33) respectively

correspond to the drive head width or drive end width of a front and a rear

flight conveyors plus an advancing step;

the hydraulic circuit includes an operation valve set hydraulic

control locks, safety valves and auxiliary hydraulic components.

2. The FMMC face end hydraulic support of claim 1, wherein the

advancing jacks (26) of the left and right font bases (23, 24) are connected

respectively with connection bases on the left and right sides of the stage

loader via a left and a right front connectors (27, 28) articulated at the

front end of the jacks the space between the front leg (30) and middle

leg (32)and the space between the middle leg (32) and rear leg (33)

respectively correspond to the drive head width of the front and rear flight

conveyors plus an advancing step.



3. The FMMC face end hydraulic support of claim 1 or 2, wherein the

O left shield beam is articulated with top ends of a left front connecting
rod (11) and a left rear connecting rod the bottom ends of which are
articulated with the left rear base thus forming a four-link

mechanism; so do the right shield beam (10) and right rear base (16).
(Ni

4. The FMMC face end hydraulic support of claim 1 or 2, wherein
each of the left and right supports has one front leg two middle legs
(32) and one rear leg (33).

The FMMC face end support of claim 1 or 2, wherein the base
side-pushing jacks (25) are provided on the left front base (23) and left
middle base the tilt-prevention jacks between the supports include
front tilt-prevention jacks (34) between the left and right front canopies

and rear tilt-prevention jacks (35) respectively between the left and
right middle canopies the left and right rear canopies and the
left and right front connecting rods (11, 12).

14
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O 6. A hydraulic support substantially as hereinbefore described with
0

reference to the drawings and/or examples.

O1
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